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IDENTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS FOR
RELEASING VEHICLES & PROPERTY
ANY ALTERED, MUTILATED, EXPIRED, OR
QUESTIONABLE ID CAN NOT BE ACCEPTED
MEXICAN/HISPANIC PHOTO IDs
We will no longer be able to accept IDs purchased at retail outlets. All photo IDs
must be issued by a government entity in the United States, Canada, or Mexico.
The photo ID may be issued by a Government entity with a photo ID. A Mexican
driver’s license may be accepted if it meets the standards of an Oklahoma
License (bar code, dual photo, hologram, and etc. Reciprocal agreement with
Mexico.). We can accept valid unexpired passports or US Immigration cards
(“Green Card”) to prove identity Proper identification must be presented to be
able to release property OR the vehicle. Only a valid driver’s license may be
used to drive the vehicle from the storage facility.

PHOTO IDENTIFICATION TO RELEASE
VEHICE/PROPERTY
OHP, OCSO, OCPD Impound and ORs
Oklahoma DPS Rules require a photo ID to release a vehicle (or property) to a
vehicle owner. The photo ID must be issued by a Federal, State, County, or City
government or Agency. We must have a copy to be able to release a vehicle or
property per DPS Rules. See the DPS Administrative Rules for other conditions
in addition to the Photo ID requirement. A DUI receipt may be used if an officer
signed that the driver’s license was surrendered during a DUI arrest/test when
the driver/owner is immediately released from jail. DUI receipt is not a
permanent ID replacement and an Oklahoma ID should be issued after a few
days.
(OCPD Tows ONLY!)

NON-PHOTO IDENTIFICATION
OKC and OCPD release rules and on the back of the OCPD Impound Sheet list
many government issued non-photo ID that will be acceptable to OCPD for
release of a vehicle. Note that the requirement does require TWO non-photo IDs
to be able to accept and use a non-photo ID. Examples of useable non-photo
IDs would be a Voter’s Registration, Birth Certificate (original with a seal),
Oklahoma Hunting/Fishing License, DUI Test Result or arrest record. To be able
to accept a non-photo ID the owner must have TWO non-photo IDs (according to
OCPD Vehicle/Property Release Rules). OKC/OCPD Rules do require only ONE
photo ID.

